1993 yamaha xt350

Max torque was Claimed horsepower was It came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via mm
hydraulic disc in the front and a Drum in the rear. The front suspension was a Telescopic fork,
10 in. The XT was fitted with a 3. The wheelbase was Equipped with a four stroke, single
cylinder, DOHC, cc engine, this bike could develop 32HP at rpm and a maximum torque of The
XT is the ideal lightweight dual-purpose bike which packs plenty of usable punch for both road
hauls and off-road exploration, while being exceptionally maneuverable and ready to tackle
rough terrain. A single-cylinder air-cooled 4-stroke engine provides versatile power and torque
deployment to make the bike feel reassuring in pretty much any scenario. Thanks to the precise
steering the short wheel base provides and convenient 5-speed transmission, the XT is easy to
ride, especially with quickly-adjustable suspensions to offer the best damping and compression
for all kinds of surfaces. From CycleChaos. Yamaha XT Manufacturer Yamaha. Western Power
Sports. List of Yamaha motorcycles. Categories : Enduro motorcycles Yamaha motorcycles
Yamaha XT series s motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion.
Views Read Edit View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Air-cooled DOHC,
4-stroke, 4-valve single cylinder. Yamalube 10w Max torque was Claimed horsepower was It
came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via mm hydraulic disc in the front and a Drum in the rear.
The front suspension was a Telescopic fork, 10 in. The XT was fitted with a 3. The wheelbase
was Equipped with a four stroke, single cylinder, DOHC, cc engine, this bike could develop
32HP at rpm and a maximum torque of The XT is the ideal lightweight dual-purpose bike which
packs plenty of usable punch for both road hauls and off-road exploration, while being
exceptionally maneuverable and ready to tackle rough terrain. A single-cylinder air-cooled
4-stroke engine provides versatile power and torque deployment to make the bike feel
reassuring in pretty much any scenario. Thanks to the precise steering the short wheel base
provides and convenient 5-speed transmission, the XT is easy to ride, especially with
quickly-adjustable suspensions to offer the best damping and compression for all kinds of
surfaces. From CycleChaos. Yamaha XT Manufacturer Yamaha. Western Power Sports. List of
Yamaha motorcycles. Categories : Enduro motorcycles Yamaha motorcycles Yamaha XT series
s motorcycles s motorcycles s motorcycles. Namespaces Page Discussion. Views Read Edit
View history. This page was last edited on 23 November , at Air-cooled DOHC, 4-stroke, 4-valve
single cylinder. Yamalube 10w Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn
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Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. If you are looking for a reliable yet
cheap motorcycle that will give you enough of fun, comfort, and versatility, then you should
check out Yamaha XT , if you can find one in good shape. For many people, this is the one that
has that special place in the heart and is often a part of top 10 lists of favorite motorcycles.
Enduro bikes like the Yamaha XT are great for both on and off-road riding as it has plenty of
power while allowing you to tackle pretty much any terrain. When you pair this with excellent
reliability, you are getting a win-win combo. Yamaha XT was in production from to , and not
much has changed on this little endure from the beginning to the end of its production. Most
changes would be offered with a new color scheme, and as most people were quite happy with
what it offers, there were no needs to make dramatic changes. The engine that the Japanese
company used here is the cc four stroke, single cylinder DOHC unit with four valves. It came
with 9. Max torque was available at high 7, rpm when you had This engine is paired with a
six-speed transmission, and at the front, you have a single disc brake while at the back is a
drum brake. Total weight of kg makes it quite maneuverable and easy to ride. With a tank of 12
liters or 3. While 30 hp that you get here might not look all that impressive, have in mind that
this is mostly enduro bike that is designed to be ridden on rough surfaces and terrains. Search
for:. About the Author: dada. Pair Travel: Motorcycle Equipment you will need February 24,
Contact Us markofotolog [at] gmail. Discussion in ' Thumpers ' started by Solo Lobo , Apr 8,
Log in or Join. Adventure Rider. Click to watch the YouTube Video. Should I buy a Yamaha
XT??? Solo Lobo , Apr 8, So, expert thumpers is this my next bike? I would classify myself as a

beginning dual sporter, but long time rider with the aim of doing a dirt ride or two a month.
Johnny Drunkard , Apr 8, Prolly easier to pick up than your airhead! WTF, chew him down on
the price, ride it for awhile then sell it for what you paid for it! CuzinMike , Apr 8, That's what I
was thinking XT's are a very reliable decent bike. I rode one for 6 years and did very little in the
way of maint. It just kept trucking along. Downhill in a windstorm she'll do 85, but the snap is
lacking. The platform hasn't really been modified in 15 years mine was a 90' and as such, don't
have a lot of power, or suspension relative to their competition. They are just solid bikes that
get you there and back. I got mine when I was 14, and rode the crap out of it. I can vouch for it
being able to get me and a female passenger into the trusty woods BTW, is high. I paid for mine
when it was a year old. The XT was a pretty good dirt bike. Good low end, nimble enough to deal
with most any single track. I could think of a lot worse bikes to start dirt riding with and not
many that would be better for the price. ADV Sponsors. ShaftEd , Apr 8, I can only go by my
experience, but back in the early to mid 90's, a bunch of my riding buddy's and I got DR's and
were having a blast with them. Another buddy at the same time, picked up a used XT It was
pretty much a crappy bike, with no power, horrible suspension. He only kept it a few months
before trading up. Personally, I wouldn't touch one. BajaDave , Apr 8, My first dirtbike was a 96
XT, easiest kickstarting bike ever, I could start it with my arm when it was on the stand not an
exxageration. Top speed at sea level with the exhaust baffle removed was around 95 ish when
paced and verified against buddies streetbikes. Reliable as hell. I got rid of it because I started
getting bored with it, thing was a wheelie machine though, just do a full throttle upshift to
second and it would hold second gear in a foot or two high wheelie for the duration of second
with no effort. That price seems high though as we have a local guy selling a nice one for , 89
too I believe. When drag raced against my XRL I relaced it with, they were about dead even until
75 or so, the little XTs run very well. A better choice might be to find a used DR though. XT's are
simple and reliable Solo Lobo , Apr 13, I'm not going for the XT, I don't reallllyy nnneeed a
smaller dirtbike, much. Personally I wouldn't buy a any bike for a purpose besides a hobby
project to restore. But then you actually already ride a something. Which you've had for how
long and know how well? Buying somebody elses' , I wouldn't know what was about to give on
it and what had been papered over with spit and glue. To actually RIDE on other than a
supported vintage ride , no. I would want a more modern bike. But that's me. I hear ya' but don't
have the funds to buy new nor would I choose to if I did Proud to say that in the last 50K or
riding my bikes have seen the inside of a dealers shop less than 4 times! If so my buddy bought
it a week and half ago. It starts, runs, goes, stops. Overall I think it was well worth the price and
a low-cost intro to dual-sporting for my friend. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show
Ignored Content. No, but I wanna be. My password: Forgot your password? Let's get one thing
straight. So, we'll deal with the unpleasantries first and then move into the meat of the test.
Consider it a bad news first type of situation, if you will, so we can finish on a happy note. Let's
set the scene. It was the middle of a dark and stormy night, cold, black and miserable. There I
was, tooling along at 70 miles per hour on the Grapevine I-5 north of Bakersfield. XT number
one decides to give in to the dark side of the Force and pull a Mr. Hyde on me. What does this
hideous transformation look like? Well, it's dark, so all I know is the bike lost power
dramatically. Hmmmmm, I think to myself, this is not good a keen deduction. I pull in the clutch
to see if the motor will die or idle. It dies. Ordinarily, this wouldn't be a big deal, but since there
isn't a proper electrical system on this bike, there is a problem; the headlight turns off when the
motor stops turning. Now, coasting along a freeway in the black of night at 70 mph isn't a
problem if one's eyes are adjusted. Mine weren't. I let out the clutch again to get the mortally
wounded motor spinning again so I could light the way and pull over to the shoulder. With the
aid of the ambient light from the odd passing car, I see the Yamaha motor smoking. Hyde has
made his ugly appearance. The expired bike's odometer reads miles. This is well past the miles
recommended for proper break in, even if I haven't paid a lick of attention to the procedure. On
this day, though I've already come miles, I've got another hundred or so to go before I'm home. I
survey the countryside surrounding me and determine my exact location. There is a distinct
lack of landmarks, absolutely none whatsoever. There is nothing but empty space. I spend the
next forty-five minutes trying to flag cars down out of the night, praying for a kindly driver with a
cell phone to come to my rescue. But alas, I am a scary biker and dressed the part. It doesn't
happen. I start walking hoping to find a highway call-box somewhere in the murky gloom. Half a
mile away from my bike I look back to see a vehicle pulled to the shoulder next to the bike. It
turns out to be a big ole' extend-a-cab Ford F pickup truck. The guy behind the wheel tells me
he usually doesn't pull over to help people, but since he saw me walking, then saw my bike, and
he is a fellow rider who else would stop? He asks me if I'm headed anywhere near Redondo
Beach. As a matter of fact, I live within 10 miles of the place. Perfect, we load up the bike he
even has tie downs! He drops me at my pad, bike and all. I wish getting home after every

breakdown could be so easy. Now, I needed to break the news to Yamaha: Their machine was
dead. It perished in my hands. Yamaha, bless their souls, took the bike back and swapped it for
a new one for the sake of this story. Subsequent questioning about the status of the Mr. Hyde
XT revealed that the bike had suffered an oil pump failure. An oil light would be nice. That was
the bad news. Yamaha has made this bike for more than a decade and they tell me they had
never heard of this kind of failure. In fact, when I first told them the motor had let go, they were
rather shocked. The XT motor has a reputation for being bulletproof. Source Motorcycle. Home
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Yamaha XT products than any other aftermarket vendor and we have them all at the lowest
guaranteed prices. Not only that, but we have them all in-stock and ready to ship today. Dennis
Kirk has been the leader in the powersports industry since , so you can rest assured that we
have your back when it comes to bringing you the best Yamaha XT products. We want to hear
from you! Sign Up! Contact Us Dennis Kirk, Inc. Select Ride Type. Create an Account.
Remember Me? Forgot your password or trouble logging in? Click Here. Give us your feedback!
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